











Time is an important concept  in physics,  and it relates to characterizing movement of an object  in the universe.  The 
movement of human are likewise subject to physical laws, but human have perception of time and such mind activities could 
affect their physical motion in certain ways.  This effect was ever shown by simulation of a pedestrian model established by 
physical  scientists,  and the model  is  named by the social­force model (Helbing and Molnar,  1995, Helbing, Farkas and  














First, let us briefly review the mathematical description of the social force model.  In this model an individual's motion is  
motivated by a self-driven force fiself and the resistances may come from surrounding individuals and facilities.  Especially, the 
model characterizes the social­psychological tendency of two pedestrians to keep proper interpersonal distance (as called the 
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taken into account.  Let fij denote the interaction from individual j to individual i, and fiw denote the force from walls or other 
facilities to individual i.  Given the instantaneous velocity vi(t) of individual i, the moving dynamics is given by the Newton 
Second Law: 
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This force describes an individual tends to move with a certain desired velocity vi0(t) and expects to adapt the instantaneous 






By simulating many such individuals in collective motion, blocking was observed as they pass a bottleneck doorway.  This 
scenario is named by the “faster-is-slower” effect in Helbing, Farkas and Vicsek, 2000.  In particular, it shows that increasing 
psychological state (i.e., desired velocity vi0) can inversely decrease physical state: the collective speed of crowd leaving.  
In the past decade, the social-force model has generated considerable recent research on evacuation modeling (Johansson 
and Helbing, 2014),  and it has been incorporated into several  egress simulators,  such as Fire Dynamics Simulator with  
Evacuation (Korhonen and Hostikka, 2010) and Maces (Pelechano and Badler, 2006).   The model has been partly validated 
based on data sets from real-world experiments. The method of validation involves comparing the simulation of the model 
with associated observations drawn from video-based analysis (Helbing et. al., 2005; Johansson, et. al., 2008).  A problem, 
however, is that these experiments are difficult to be created in such a way that a sense of emergency is induced, given safety  
and ethical constraints.  Another  problem is that most testing results of the social­force model, such as the faster­is­slower 
effect, are vaguely explained by “panic” behaviors of people  (Helbing, Farkas and Vicsek, 2000;  Johansson and Helbing, 

























presents the motive force by fself=maself, where aself is called self-acceleration and it indicates intentions of people.  This force is 
directed along the passageway, implying that the physical motion is motivated and directed by the psychological drive. 
    In brief, the flow characteristics as presented above (i.e., ρ, F, v, aself) are functions of both position x and time t.  Moreover, 
although the flow analysis is presented in one-dimensional space in this paper, the idea can also be extended for analysis in  
the two-dimensional space, where the direction of the motive force can be different from that of instantaneous velocity and  
orthogonal decomposition can thus be applied.  







=aself m0 ρd x−d F  (3)
m0 ρd x
1
D t (∂ v∂ t d t +∂ v∂ x d x)=aself m0 ρd x−d F  (4)
    In fluid mechanics Dv/Dt is the Lagrangian derivative (material derivative) – the derivative following moving parcels in 
the fluid, and ∂v/∂t is the Eulerian derivative, which is the derivative of flow speed with respect to a fixed position.  
m0 ρd x( ∂ v∂t + ∂ v∂ x d xd t )=aself m0 ρd x−d F  (5)
Note that v=dx/dt, it gives
m0 ρd x( ∂ v∂ t +v ∂ v∂ x )=a self m0 ρd x−d F    (6)
m0 ρ (∂ v∂ t +v ∂ v∂ x )=aself m0 ρ−∂F∂ x    (7)
Equation (6) corresponds to Euler's Equation in fluid mechanics and it exhibits the Newton Second Law (ma=∑F) for the 
crowd flow.  By taking the dot product with ds – the element of moving distance – on both sides of Equation (7), an energy 
equation can be derived from Equation (7), which corresponds to the unsteady Bernoulli Equation in fluid mechanics.  In 
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2 )+dFρ +m0 ∂ v∂ t d x=aself m0d x       (10)
Because the element of moving distance is the product of instantaneous speed and element time, i.e., dx=vdt, it gives




























crowd density ρ, and an example of the static energy is given in the appendix.  Moreover, when  the crowd speed and density 
converge into the steady states, ∂v/∂t=0 and the energy regarding the Eulerian derivative becomes zero.  As a result, Equation 
(12) will be simplified as a Bernoulli-like equation for steady flow1.  
In Equation (12) the energy regarding the self­acceleration aself is called self­driven energy in this paper.  It is an integral 
































v d t+C  (14)
The self-driven energy in Equation(14) motivates people to adjust speed in a temporal space.  An interesting topic is that  
the above equations extend the principle of energy conservation from the physical world of universe to the psychological  
world of human mind, implying potential transformation of self-driven energy into certain physical energy.  Such analysis  
provides an energy perspective to understand certain religion precepts such as transgression in mind and in deeds are similar.  
In fact, the energy-based analysis shows that energy arises in mind when people have desire doing something, and it will be 
ultimately transformed into certain physical energy in reality.  In other words, energy in mind cannot vanish by itself, but 
must find an outlet to the physical world.  
From the perspective of psychology study, the gap between the psychological desire (i.e., vd ) and the physical reality (i.e., 
v) relates to how much stress people will be experiencing (Staal, 2004).  In other words, the difference vd -v is related to the 
psychological concept of stress, and Equation (14) shows that accumulation of such stress will motivate certain behaviors of 
people.  Moreover, the gap of speeds characterizes the time-related stress, which is commonly considered as time-pressure in  
psychological research, and the self-driven energy in Equation (14) motivates people to adjust moving speed in a temporal  
space.  In particular, Equation (14) implies a feedback mechanism by which people's mind functions like a controller of their 


























the crowd density exceeds a certain limit, disaster events (e.g., jamming, stampede) may occur and the pedestrian flow will 







If the physical variables reach the maximum while people still desire increasing them, the self-driven energy cannot be 
transformed to the physical form.  In this case, the stronger is the subjective wish in people's mind, the worse becomes the  
situation in the reality and the faster-is-slower effect is an example in this kind.  
Does the faster­is­slower effect always exist in the crowd movement?  In fact, if the self­driven energy is transformed to the 
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kinetic form properly, the psychological drive will speed up the process and  faster­is­faster effect comes  into being.   This 
effect has been demonstrated by real­world experiments (Daamen and Hoogendoorn, 2012).  Although this phenomenon was 
not emphasized in Helbing, Farkas, and Vicsek, 2000, the testing results in that paper actually testify this effect also: the  
initial increase of desired velocity speeds up the crowd leaving (Please See Figure 1(c) and Figure 1(d) in Helbing, Farkas, 
and Vicsek, 2000)2.  
   From the perspective of psychology, the self­driven energy that cannot be transformed to the desired physical form results 
in stress on the moving crowd, and the energy­based analysis actually reiterates a common psychological findings: moderate 
stress improves the performance (i.e., speeding up the crowd motion; faster-is-faster effect) while excessive stress impairs it  
(e.g., disorder and disaster events; faster is slower effect).  
Finally, although the scope of this paper mainly refers to crowd movement, the above analysis is also suited for general 
understanding of other activities in human collective behaviors.  For instance, the bottleneck in economic activities could be  
the limited natural resources rather than the limited capacity.  If many individuals have the same target in their mind, they  
may not achieve the goal together, and need to cooperate or compete with each others for using such limited resources in  
order to realize their goals.  The timing of their deeds leads to acceleration or deceleration of the process (i.e., kinetic energy)  
while the social relationship among individuals refers to the compression and interaction of people (i.e., static energy).  The 
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APPENDIX
Let ρ0 denote the density when people start to have physical contact, and the interaction force among individuals in crowd 
can be exemplified by 
F=K ξ ( ρ−ρ0 )
where K is a positive parameter.  ξ(·) is a piecewise function such that ξ(u)=0 if u<0 and ξ(u)=u if u>=0. The interaction force 






=K ξ ( ln ρ−ln ρ0 )
In sum, the moving crowd is a compressible flow – the crowd density varies in different places of the flow.  Thus, the static 
energy is a function of density ρ.  
2There is a descending portion in the curve of Figure 1(c) and an ascending portion also exists in the curve of Figure 1(d). These plots implicate the  
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